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FEATURE ARTICLE

"Momma said there'd
be times like this…"
By Bill Burhop ■ IMCC

It seems there is one thing after an-
other frustrating greater telecom-
munications competition in MDUs

and benefits for residents.  That in-
cludes a national economy that only
sputters along with a telecom sector that
is as financially attractive as a leper
colony.  Greenspan has shot his ammo.
What a great environment in which to
raise capital to build out MDU projects.
Washington seems more inept, even
than usual. Then there is the FCC that
produces silly rules and should be ig-
nored if it didn't influence our business
so much.  MDU companies are risk ad-
verse. Everyone seems to be waiting for
a heavenly light to shine a path for us.
OK, enough grousing.  We all know
this isn’t the best of times—but it isn’t
the worst either.

IMCC is pushing ahead.  Its com-
munications providers and MDU users
are working on several projects to ben-
efit residents.  We must persist and forge
our way through this quagmire.  We
have been through rough times in the
past.  Let's remember that things will
change, perhaps for the better, and we
can act to influence how the future
evolves.

At the FCC, the Commissioners just
adopted a regulation addressing several
issues, including:

Exclusive Service Contracts have
now been blessed by the FCC as useful
for alternative providers to enhance
video competition in MDUs.  They
were under attack for seven years, but a
coalition of PCOs and MDUs prevailed
in the argument.  Had it not been for
their persistence, exclusive contracts

would be dead because the FCC would
have killed them.

Perpetual Easement Provisions un-
fortunately were not tossed out by the
FCC.  Somehow the Commissioners
were convinced that these anti-con-
sumer contracts are not a big enough
problem to act against.  Yes, there are
far fewer of them today than before our
coalition started arguing against them.
But even if only 5% of all 22 million
MDU units are controlled by these pro-
visions, that is still a significant number
of MDU owners, most likely the small-
er companies, that cannot provide bet-
ter products and services for their resi-
dents.  To me, that is still a problem.

State Mandatory Access Statutes
were severely criticized by the Commis-
sioners but they have not been Federal-
ly preempted.  They did adopt language
that helps us lobby against the MSOs
that may try to get more states to adopt
such statutes.

MDU Inside Wiring Rules have
been severely criticized by the fran-
chised cable companies, but the FCC
iterated that they are important for
MDU competition and even made
some minor improvements.

18 GHz is important because some
years ago the FCC adopted a policy to
encourage video competition to benefit
MDU residents.  One way to do that is

for PCOs to use the radio spectrum to
transmit video signals between build-
ings rather than having to build a head-
end on each building.  This saves
money and keeps resident rates lower
and makes PCOs more competitive.
This technology is called 18 GHz mi-
crowave transmission.  The FCC gave
PCOs use of this radio spectrum in
1991.  Thousands of MDU residents
are benefited by its current use.

Five years ago, Hughes Electronics
Corporation decided they wanted to
have exclusive control over that spec-
trum for their own satellite purposes.
IMCC fought them off in a two-year
battle.  Now, FCC Chairman Powell
has reversed course and given Hughes
what they want and has kicked PCOs
out of that spectrum.  It is causing sig-
nificant problems for PCOs and will
hurt video competition.

Bob Palle of Blonder Tongue and Bill
Baines of AML Wireless are leading the
charge to find some compromise.
There are no easy technical or regulato-
ry answers, and of course Hughes could
care less about the PCO problems.  If
you use 18 GHz microwave transmis-
sion and are not informed about this sit-
uation, please contact IMCC.

These manufacturers of equipment
are part of an industry task force work-
ing on the problem.  We don't know
how to solve the problems, yet.  But the
folks working on this are knowledge-
able and pushing hard to figure out so-
lutions.

Whether we like it or not, the FCC
and Congress have indicated that this
year and next year they will address nu-
merous issues that effect alternative
communications providers and MDU

"Exclusive Service Contracts have now been
blessed by the FCC as useful for alternative
providers to enhance video competition in MDUs."
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owners.  They will act on items such as
the following: no matter who owns the
wiring in buildings, can any provider
use those pipes; even if an MDU con-
tract with a provider is for video, can
the provider also deliver data and tele-
phony even without the owners con-
sent; can coaxial cable and paired cop-
per wires be used by any high-speed
data provider no matter who owns the
pipe or the wishes of the building

owner; does the FCC have any role in
stimulating video competition; are mar-
keting agreements between the owner
and the provider legal, and et cetera.

Alternative providers and MDU
owners will either work to understand
and influence these debates, or we sim-
ply will be victims of the decisions.
That is up to you.

Here's another problem our indus-
try is confronting. MDU owners con-
tract with PCOs to deliver program-
ming to MDU residents.  Most PCOs
buy programming from companies that
are called aggregators that get the pro-
gramming from all the different chan-
nels that produce it and then the aggre-
gators resell it to PCOs.  In addition,
PCOs can get programming from Di-
recTV or the other DBS company.

There are several aggregators that sell
to PCOs.  WSNet has been the largest
and  4COM is the second largest.
WSNet tried a bold business model to
provide digital programming to com-
pete with the two giant DBS compa-
nies.  WSNet tried to fashion their
product specifically to benefit the PCO-
MDU market segment.  It worked well
in some respects, but due to numerous
factors, it is losing money and filed for
Chapter 11 bankruptcy court protec-
tion at the end of last October.  Since
then, they have been trying to find new
financing and devise a business model
that would allow it to reorganize and to
continue operations.  Given the debt
and cost structure of WSNet, its long-
term continuation is doubtful.

For the MDU owners, those that
have contracts with PCOs to provide
programming to hundreds of thousands
of MDU residents, the major question
is not about the viability of WSNet.
The question is, "Will my PCO be able
to deliver the programming that my res-
idents want and that I have contracted
for?"  In the vast majority of cases, the
answer is "yes".  PCOs have several al-
ternatives for programming, even if
WSNet is no longer in operation. Most
PCOs that get their programming
through WSNet have explored their op-
tions and made alternative arrange-
ments.

A group of IMCC folks have been
working non-stop to explore this situa-
tion and find longer-term alternatives
that will assure MDUs and their 

"Given the debt and cost structure of WSNet 
its long-term continuation is doubtful."
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residents that PCOs can deliver qual-
ity programming.  The group in-
cludes companies that understand
the technologies and business ques-
tions involved.  They have reached
out to HITS, Loral, Motorola,
NCTC, Charter and others involved
in this business.  Plus, a group of po-
tential investors are in the wings
wanting to support viable alterna-
tives. There are some good ideas but
no clear-cut "silver bullet" solutions
have been adopted.

Yes, this is a thorny set of prob-
lems. Again, the good news is that al-
though our industry is relatively
small, we do have the individuals and
companies that have the knowledge
and ambition to address such diffi-
culties and find workable alterna-
tives.

The Charleston Technology
Conference, hosted each year by
Larry Kessler of Intelicable, brings
together some 150 or so MDU man-
agers, PCOs and the supporting in-
dustry for educational seminars and
networking.  It is a valuable experi-
ence for all attendees to learn and to
find solutions to problems.  This year
it is being held on April 7 and 8.

IMCC will have a Board of Direc-
tors meeting in Charleston.  We also
will have an open forum for all inter-
ested people to discuss the state of
our industry.  "How the Heck Can
We Move Forward?" will focus on
the positive, on how some in our
business have grown and how the
difficulties of today become oppor-
tunities for tomorrow.

You might be surprised, in spite
of all the difficulties, IMCC gets sev-
eral calls per week from MDUs that
are seeking to contract with PCOs
because they want an alternative to
franchised cable.  We also get calls
every month from new companies
that want to provide that competi-

tion in the MDU space.  These embryonic
PCOs need information about contract
terms or regulations, such as the inside
wiring rules or OTARD. Not all of them will
make it in this difficult environment.  Some
will.  They are the future of this industry.

The reason is quite simple.  MDUs keep
seeking out alternative providers that can
provide quality products and services that
will satisfy their residents, better than the
franchised cable operators are doing. As long
as the MSOs continue with their mediocre
quality and residents are dissatisfied, then
MDUs will need to find better alternatives.
This is called consumer demand.  As long as
that exists, there will be an opportunity for
existing and new PCOs to be viable and to
make money.  

That is the cycle of our free enterprise sys-
tem.  It is also the cycle that the MDU-PCO
business has experienced for two decades.
Throughout that period, we have confront-
ed problems, some recurring and some new
ones.  We will continue to address those
problems.  That is part and parcel of most
business segments in our economy, it’s no

different for us.  So, this difficult peri-
od is not terribly unique. It's natural for
us to grouse about it.  But let's get over
it and then move forward.

"…That's what my Momma said." ■
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